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BEGINNING WITH A DREAM...

In 1985, John Lehman completed the first  

Lehman Trike.  His vision was to provide a safe 

and comfortable motorcycle for his family to 

enjoy the riding experience together. Using 

his garage as a workshop, and a 1981 Honda 

CB900, he had successfully achieved his goal. 

At the time, John could never have imagined 

he was establishing the foundation for a new 

era of modern-day trikes.

As people learned of the trike John had  

created, word spread and soon it became 

apparent that there was emerging interest for 

three-wheel motorcycles. The stage was set, 

and a company dedicated to providing an 

entirely new three-wheel experience was born.

THE ORIGINAl TRIkE COMpANy...

Lehman Trikes has become the premier name in 

three-wheel motorcycles. Originally founded and 

established in the quiet rural community of  

Westlock, Alberta, Canada, Lehman has grown to 

become a publicly traded company, supported 

by a team of dedicated employees, dealers, and 

industry partners.

Now based in Spearfish, South Dakota, Lehman 

Trikes are proudly made in the USA and feature our 

3-year, unlimited mileage warranty. CrossBow and 

PitBoss trikes are also backed by the original Victory 

motorcycle warranty. Factory and dealer support 

for our products has earned Lehman an  

exceptional reputation. Lehman Trikes is proud to 

be working with Victory Motorcycles to deliver some 

of the most original and exciting products in the  

three–wheel motorcycle industry.

COMMITTED TO THE THREE–WHEEl ExpERIENCE...

Lehman Trikes has achieved recognition throughout 

the motorcycle community for innovation,  

leadership, and the advancement of three–wheel 

motorcycles. Our dedication to industry  

leadership and customer satisfaction is what sets 

Lehman apart. CrossBow and PitBoss models are 

assembled by Lehman Trikes at our South Dakota 

factory location and feature Lehman’s genuine  

“No Lean” design for superior cornering stability 

and a precise, controlled ride. Our commitment to 

safety, quality, and performance assures  

confidence and control around every corner.

For over 25 years, Lehman has been an industry 

leader and earned the reputation for high quality, 

premium trikes. “Leader of the Three World”  

represents our commitment to the three-wheel  

motorcycle experience.
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“If a trike is your idea of the perfect touring vehicle, and opulence is a must, the 
distinguished and elegant CrossBow is just your style.”  ~ RoadBike Magazine

crOssBOW sPecs
Wheel Base .... 65.7 in. (1669 mm)

overall length 109 in. (2769 mm) 

overall Width .... 55 in. (1397 mm)

Curb Weight .....1187 lbs. (538 kg)

trunk volume ....5.0 cu. ft. (142 l)*

* includes standard Vision™ trunk

lEAvE TRADITION BEHIND and experience a bold 
new three–wheel motorcycle that redefines luxury touring.  
With a fistful of American V-Twin horsepower and torque,  
rising up against conformity has never been more inspiring!

Shown with upgraded  
Signature Series wheels.

THERE’s A fINE lINE between freedom and 
all hell breaking loose! Brute force and legendary 
styling collide to get your heart racing even before 
the first ignition! 

Shown with optional Fairing, 
Rear Tour Box and Mount.

PitBOss™ sPecs
Wheel Base. .... 65.5 in. (1664 mm)

overall length . 108 in. (2743 mm) 

overall Width 53.75 in. (1365 mm)

Curb Weight ........ 969 lbs. (440 kg)

trunk volume .......4.0 cu. ft. (113 l)

“lehman signature series”, providing  
custom, limited paint schemes and wheels on 
select lehman trikes models!

2011 crOssBOW Features:

• 66% less drive train lash and  
 helical-cut gears to provide  
 consistent operating sound

• 4.7” of rear suspension travel,  
 retaining original air-adjustable shock

• Powerful, retained linked braking 
 with parking brake standard

• Louder, more aggressive  
 street-legal exhaust

• Factory Assembled by  
 lehman trikes to meet strict  
 quality standards

•  Features Genuine “No Lean” 
 suspension for improved  
 cornering and high-speed  
 control.



THE lEADING CHOICE Of  
MOTORCyClE MANufACTuRERs
“no-lean” is lehman’s proprietary suspension design 
which virtually eliminates chassis flex and delivers 
uncompromised stability, superior handling and a 
comfortable ride.

s.M.A.R.T. pERfORMANCE
• staBiLity – superior cornering and high–speed control without the need for corrective anti–sway devices.

• mOtOrcycLe susPensiOn – utilizes motorcycle components and technology for optimal range of motion and 
 smooth ride. 

• agiLity – maximum roll resistance delivers responsive and immediate handling when called upon for emergency 
 avoidance maneuvers.

• reLiaBiLity – Built to last, requiring minimal maintenance for extended time on the road, not in the shop.

• testing – Refined and tested in cooperation with motorcycle OEMs enduring over 1.5 million miles of rigorous 
 design testing.

JOIN THE pACk!
There is a unique camaraderie among Lehman 
trike riders, an exclusive experience that only 
other lehman owners can truly understand  
and appreciate. 

lehman pride is the original factory sponsored trike owners  
group created to share a common bond; our passion for 
three-wheel motorcycles. lehman pride kicked off in 2000 
with the inaugural pride ride where customers and lehman 
staff rode over 10,000 miles, crossing 26 states and 
2 provinces. this marked the beginning of many journeys 

and lifelong relationships forged between a  
company and its customers.

lehman pride is about meeting new friends and 
feeling as if you’ve known each other for a  
lifetime. It’s the experiences at small town burger 
bars, the laughs at roadside breaks and relaxing 
together after a long day of riding.

pride matters is the exclusive magazine for pride 
members. read about lehman trikes and your 
fellow lehman riders and their travels. share 

your pride and open road adventures as we take 
part in your three-wheel motorcycle journey, wherever the 
road may lead...


